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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The problem
America’s energy crunch— something new for a
country that has been used to great affluence.

America’s

smog— an eye stinging, lung burning situation which the
Environmental Protection Agency has "promised" to rectify.
These are two outstanding problems that face the engineer
and scientist of today.

The end of the era of cheap gaso

line has brought the beginnings of a quiet revolution to
Detroit:

an improvement in the efficiency, economy and

emission level of the American automobile.

Word has pene

trated to the automotive engineers that the emissions
level, fuel economy and automobile safety are the prime
design considerations for the automobile of the future
(2).
The year 1967 brought about the rapid decline of
the automobile fuel economy with the advent of emission
control devices.

According to a Ford study, the average

mileage of the basic Ford line dropped from fifteen miles
per gallon in 1967 to 11.5 in 1973, a drop of 23 percent.
The main causes for this decline have been increase in
vehicle weight, emission controls, and engine
1

displacement.

Emission controls have been shown to

account for 60 percent of the total 23 percent loss (1).
A yearly analysis of the modifications illustrates the
damaging effect of emission control on fuel economy.

In

1968, the first year of nationally imposed automotive
emission controls, air pumps were employed to partially
oxidized emissions at exhaust ports.
penalty to operate the air pump.

Economy paid the

In 1970, the allowable

emission standards were reduced again and the severity
of control measures, namely spark retardation had to be
increased, again economy paid the penalty.

Nineteen

seventy-one saw the auto industry decrease the compres
sion ratio so that "regular" gas or low-leaded fuels
could be used.

This resulted in a cumulative fuel economy

penalty of from 4.5 to 4.9 percent.

The hydrocarbon and

carbon monoxide emission levels mandated in 1972 brought
the compression ratio lower and more spark retardation
which had a cumulative effect of 8 percent from the 1967
models.

In 1973 N0x emission levels were controlled

nationwide and the exhaust gas recirculation and more
spark retardation required to meet the federal standards
resulted In a cumulative 13 percent loss in fuel economy
from the year 1967 (1).
It is evident that emission control has been paid
for by the increase in fuel consumption.

Without the

introduction of new control technology, a further
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reduction in the emissions level would be expected to
extract payment in the form of further fuel economy
losses.

It has become apparent that:

. . . under the impetus of drastic legal emission
standards and an unrealistic time schedule, and sup
ported by the desire of the industry and the public
to continue the dream boat concept of the American
automobile, Detroit manufacturers are evolving with
the expenditure of much effort and many millions of
dollars, a control technology which is technically
unsound, expensive in first costs and whose satis
factory operation will be extremely difficult to
enforce (3)•
The author has no pretension of magically per
forming the heroic task of creating a device that will
rectify the problem of fuel economy vs. emissions level
but is of the philosophy that no single modification will
bring back the desired fuel economy and continue to main
tain the proper emission level.

There will be no "magic

carburetor, " no "supercharged" spark plug, no "econo"
jets or other such devices as advertised in car-accessory
catalogs; rather, it will be a combination of small
improvements.
An example of this new technology is the catalytic
converter planned for 1975-1976 automobiles.

A second is

the already implemented electronic ignition.

Since the

emission controls have been implemented the idle RPM of
the automobile has increased by 40 percent as a conse
quence the fuel consumption in city driving has increased
15 percent.

A method of fuel shutoff during deceleration

would contribute a decrease in fuel consumption.

Such

measures, which may have been uneconomical in the past,
may now prove to be economically feasible (1).
Fuel economy also can be improved through a
variety of other methods such as aerodynamics, engine and
drive-train modifications, lighter materials and different
fuels and fuel additives.

But before incorporation a

potential candidate for improving fuel economy must be
shown to have no adverse effect on the exhaust emissions
and vice versa.
Determination of the effects that a modification
will have on the fuel economy and the emission level
must come from a planned testing system.

One that

can duplicate tests, perform static and dynamic tests,
and have a data acquisition system such that all neces
sary parameters can be controlled and the proper data
obtained during one test.

Given this set of parameters

and knowing how they interrelate one should be able to
ascertain if the modification will have a detrimental or
beneficial effect on the internal combustion engine.
These prerequisites define the need for an engine test
system void of human control and would suggest the imple
mentation of a computer controlled engine test system.
Computer control of engine testing has become a must be
cause of the wide range and large number of tests that
are required.

In addition to time savings and accuracy

benefits, automated control increases testing flexibility.
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(possibly remove the power assist valve).
Upon completion of objective number one, the com
puter controlled engine will be used to complete objec
tives number two and three.

The computer system will

operate from a punched paper tape and will constrain the
engine and dynamometer to operate on a predetermined
loading cycle.

This procedure will allow a direct com

parison of emission levels between the fuels.
The research will be limited to an emission and
efficiency study of one fuel plus one additive.

The

emissions that can be measured are unburned hydrocarbons,
nitric oxide, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide.

The

emissions study will be limited to these pollutants.
Additionally, the computer controlled engine and dynamo
meter will have no means to motor the internal combustion
engine, hence the case of energy addition to the engine
will not be considered.
To supplement objective number one, an equipment
description will be made (Chapter II).

A mathematical

model of the engine, dynamometer and controls will be
provided (Chapter III).

Computer programs used to prepare

the controlling punched paper tapes will be presented in
Chapter iv and the test procedure and results will be
given in Chapter V.

Literature survey—
engine test cells
For a number of years computers have been used to
test automotive engines.

Most of these systems were

designed to service a number of dynamometers by duplicating
manual functions with improved speed and accuracy for
repetitive testing (5, 6, 7, 8).

Some of these computer

ized systems were used to automate data acquisition and
prepare test reports (9, 10, 11, 12).

These sytems were

used mainly to improve the efficiency of tasks previously
performed by technicians and had no direct control on the
engine dynamometer systems.
Attempts have been made to duplicate road load
conditions in an engine test cell by instrumenting vehicles
to obtain data for reference signals and then duplicating
these measured time histories in the test cell with tape
recorders and analog servomechanisms (13, 14).

Magnetic

tape systems have also been used to obtain transient data
in an engine test cell (15).

It is interesting to note

the sequence of involvement of the computer in the test
cell.

Its first usage was with the data reduction func

tion, then secondly the control function.

The control

function started with an analog input prepared from data
tapes, evolving to an analog computer for control, and
only recently has the control function come from the
digital computer (15).
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A review of five systems that are in use today
shows the facility at General Motors Tech Center ..n Warren,
Michigan, to have the most elaborate control and data
acquisitions systems.
computers.

The system at GM has three different

A minicomputer provides real-time control and

data acquisition and uses the larger process control com
puter to supply control system reference data, store
acquired data, and perform additional real-time computa
tions.

The process computer serves as a link to a large

scientific computer which calculates control system
reference signals and performs data reduction, storage,
and plotting.
The overall system is designed to operate without
a transmission, and with the large d-c engine dynamometer’s
ability to deliver 400 hp or absorb up to 500 hp, it can
duplicate most engine shift and deceleration transients.
With this capability GM can, with their engine test facility,
model any given cycle including the California seven Mode,
U-S- Federal Urban or the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers’
Association drivability schedules by simply changing com
puter program data (15)Volkswagen’s computer controlled testing system
was designed to make endurance testing more efficient.
Their concern is with two types of endurance testing— a
continuous, constant parameter test for 500 hr and a cycling
test that simulates city traffic, normal roads or freeways.
The system has a main process computer that is used for

data storage and for- the main control programs.

The main

computer has control over a smaller computer, which in
turn can operate up to sixteen individual test stands.
Each of the eight smaller computers can execute individual
control over the sixteen test stands by entering different
data set points for she various test cells.

It is readily

apparent that the VW system is geared to a mass testing
program (15).
At the Engine Test Laboratories of Esso's Research
Center in Abingdon, England, engine tests are designed to
be as repeatable as possible to detect differences in fuels
and lubricants.

To obtain this repeatability, Esso is now

using a computer system designed to control 40 engines of
widely differing type and size.

Basically, the computer

system is designed to perform engine startup and shutdown,
test cycling, engine control, alarm monitoring and emer
gency shutdown data logging and printing, as well as pro
viding a visual display of engine condition (15).
The University of London and Ford Motor Co. have
developed an automated system for testing a large number
of engines simultaneously.

The engine control system uses

local analog control loops supervised by a multi-programming
digital computer.

The computer control can be used to

duplicate an emission cycle such as the California seven
mode cycle.

The required speeds at the breakpoints are

fed into the computer as data.

The computer then calculates
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the rate of change of speed required for the first ramp
and, on initiation of the cycle, sets the required throttle
and outputs the calculated voltage ramp to the speed con
troller.

The process is repeated at each breakpoint until

the end of the cycle and the engine is left idling (15).
For several years, Siemens process control com
puters have been used for automated testing and checking
operations in various industries.

In addition to engine

testing, computers are now in use or under development in
the auto industry for testing such varied items as trans
missions, air conditioning systems, tires and axles, and
in crash, test, track, sound, and wind tunnel programs.
A computer-controlled exhaust gas analysis system has also
been developed.

In this field test, the appropriate driv

ing parameters are issued to the driver in advance as
reference values, measurement of the exhaust gas and its
evaluation is automatically done by the computer.

One

of the more elaborate test systems being designed has a
computer controlling the transport of each engine to an
appropriate test bay, indicating the test program to be
performed as well as measuring the test results.

The

computer then slates the corrections and readjustments
needed and issues a fault statistical analysis (15).
The dynamometer laboratories at Ford Motor Company
have installed what they refer to as their "centralized
system" and has been in operation since 1966.

The central

ized system consists of a Philco Ford 3100 computer, three
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test cells, controls, data acquisition equipment, and data
processing equipment.

The tests they are interested in

consist of (1) engine performance, (2) engine endurance,
and (3) transmission performance.

The process for a test

is to start the engine manually then activate the computer
controls, dictate the duty cycle to be simulated and
record the data at predetermined intervals.

The data is

stored in mass storage until the completion of the test,
at which time the desired results are printed or plotted
(6).
The AC Spark Plug Division of General Motors
currently has a catalytic converter evalution program in
progress.
are:

In the test control area their main objectives

(1) establish and maintain test histories, (2)

continuously monitor tests and (3) correlate different
tests and laboratories.

In general, AC is concerned with

establishing long-term control of its standard tests.
The system that has evolved is an engine controlled by a
magnetic tape.

The tests prior to being run on chassis

or engine dynamometer were run on test vehicles on regular
highway driving.
to 28 percent.

Test results were found to vary from 13
This data scatter and the inability to have

repeatable tests encouraged the use of controlled engine
test cells (19).
Engineers at the Chrysler Corporation have developed
an engine test cell to automate their existing dynamometer

facilities so that engine development work, aimed at
reducing exhaust pollutant levels, could be evaluated
quickly in the dynamometer room, instead of installing the
engine in a vehicle and running exhaust emission certifi
cation tests on a chassis dynamometer.

In their develop

ment for testing passenger car engines a torque feedback
control was used with an analog computer providing the
input torque functions.

An analog computer is also used

for the input to the throttle.

Error signals were

generated by comparing an analog output from the dynamo
meter and analog output from the speed indicator to the
input signals from the respective analog computers.

An

actual transmission is used instead of trying to simulate
the various transmissions (20).
A test program to determine the effect of gasoline
additives on exhaust gas emissions at the Rohm and Haas
Co. introduced an interesting test system that could have
been simplified with the use of a digital controller.
Their system consisted of a closed loop tape controlled
engine-dynamometer test cell where the tape had to be
prepared on a tape recorder devised to measure speed and
load from an auto on a chassis dynamometer.

The driver

in the auto would try to follow the federal driving cycle
as closely as possible.

The recorded data would then be

used as a control function for the engine-dynamometer test
unit (21).
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Exhaust emission tests run on an engine dynamometer
have been compared with those run on a chassis dynamometer.
The worst case average difference between the chassis and
engine dynamometer mass emissions, obtained over a period
of six months was less than seven percent.

A statistical

study of the data showed that at the 99 % confidence level
there was no significant difference between the two sets
of data for the emission levels of carbon monoxide, carbon
dioxide, oxides of nitrogen or unburned hydrocarbons, yet
the variability of the chassis dynamometer data is more
than five times as great as that of the engine dynamometer
(22 ).

In describing the G.M. test facility, it has been
said that:
. . . With this computer controlled test cell,
it is possible to obtain dynamic test results on
experimental engines and engine subsystems in the
controlled environment of the engine test cell that
will duplicate those that would be obtained if the
engine were installed in a roadable vehicle. Thus
much of the development work including exhaust
emission studies, now being done with vehicles, may
be done in a computer controlled test cell. . . . (23)
It is Important to note that the G.M. facility
is one facility using the minicomputer as an engine and
dynamometer controller on a real time basis.
Literature survey—
exhaust gas measurement
One of the major difficulties encountered in
investigating the air pollution tendencies of
automotive vehicles Is the lack of suitable ana
lytical equipment. At the present time, there is
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no single analytical Instrument and sampling tech
nique In general use which Is entirely satisfactory
for measuring the total exhaust emissions from cycling
engines. (39)
This is a statement made during the year 1967 by an employee
of the Wood River Research Laboratory of the Shell Oil Co.
With the advent of the EPA's regulation on exhaust
emission, much development work has been completed in the
area of exhaust emission measurement.

One of these is a

supersonic molecular-beam system developed initially for
aerospace-oriented research but is currently being used
for air-pollution-control research.

The gas mixture in

the combustion chamber of an internal-combustion engine
is expanded via a small orifice as a free jet into a
vacuum chamber.

The core of the free jet is collimated

to form a molecular beam.

The densities of the several

species in the beam are measured as a function of time
during the engine cycle by a mass spectrometer.

Quali

tative beam densities of N2, 0 2, C 3H ej H 20, C02, NO, and
CO, and quantitative pressure and bulk temperature of the
gas mixture in the combustion chamber have already been
determined.

By making a spectrographic comparison, the

feasibility of using molecular beam techniques and mass
spectroscopy for sampling the instantaneous compositions
in the combustion chamber of an internal-combustion engine
has been demonstrated (24).

Continued advances in the

stability and portability of small mass spectrometers have
indicated that this type of instrument could be useful for

the analysis of the NO in exhaust gas at any engine or
vehicle test site.

The initial use of the mass spectro

meter demonstrated it could follow concentration varia
tions of a particular mass, namely N0x , and that results
with this approach correlated well with results from
various chemical techniques (25).

A typical mass spectro

meter for use in exhaust emissions would be a portable
unit— the MS10 manufactured by Associated Electrical
Industries Ltd.

This version can analyze compounds rang

ing in molecular weight from 2 to 100 and hence could be
used to follow various exhaust gases.

The one disadvan

tage of the mass spectrometric method is its unusually
long response time.

A change in the throttle setting will

not be seen at the analyzer for a period of five to six
seconds.
A fast response hydrogen flame ionization detector
with a specially designed sample inlet system has been
developed which makes it possible to monitor continuously
and accurately the total hydrocarbon content of exhaust
gases from a cyclically operating engine (26).

The flame

ionization detector utilizes a hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen
flame to burn the hydrocarbons.

The burning of the hydro

carbons produces ions that generate a current between two
electrodes.

This current is amplified and fed to a meter

or a recorder.

The chief advantage of the flame ionization

detector is that all hydrocarbons give essentially the
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same response on a carbon basis and hence the instrument
has been nicknamed the "carbon counter."

The main disadvan

tage is that the flame is supplemented by oxygen and should
the gas stream have excess oxygen an erroneous reading will
be detected.
A gas chromotograph can be used to measure the
unburned hydrocarbons but the main problem is having the
time to do the analysis on each of the hydrocarbons present.
Given the time, a gas chromatograph of the unburned hydro
carbons can be made with accuracy to parts per billion
(27) •
One of the first and still most widely used methods
for determining the content of exhaust gases is the nondispersive infrared method of analysis (NDIR).

Instruments

based on this principle use nondispersed infrared light and
a special sensitized detector that transforms the absorp
tion of the infrared radiation by the exhaust gases to an
electrical signal.

The detector works on the basic prin

ciple that as a gas absorbs radiation, its temperature and
pressure increase.
The detector consists of two chambers separated
by a membrane.

This membrane is a pressure sensitive-

diaphragm and serves as one plate of a variable capacitor.
The chambers are filled to equal pressures with a sensitive
gas.
Two cells, one sample and one reference (containing
air), are placed between the two detector chambers.

An

equal amount of radiation Is passed through each cell to
the detector.

Thus, any compound that passes through the

sample cell and absorbs radiation common to the absorption
of the sensitizer gas causes less radiation to reach the
detector.

This decreased radiation causes cooling of the

gas and a subsequent pressure change.

The diaphragm moves

in accordance with the pressure change, giving rise to a
change in electrical signal.

Because infrared absorption

characteristics are structure dependent, it is obvious
that only compounds that are structurally similar to the
sensitizer gas will give the same type of response.
The chief advantage of the NDIR technique is that
the instrument has a rapid response that is capable of
following rapid exhaust concentration changes from the
operation of the vehicle.
The standards of the State of California and the
Federal government are based on results obtained by this
method (27, 28).
All of the above methods could be used to analyze
exhaust gases if the exhaust is collected in a bag during
a road test, but the problem is that this method gives
an average of the exhaust emissions and tells nothing about
what effect a particular segment of a cycle will have on
the emission level.

To alleviate this problem, consider

able work has been done to try to develop a sensor for
in—car operation (29)-

The "zirconia exhaust senser

offers a means for detecting the approximate air-fuel

ratio from an analysis of the exhaust.

The device is

limited to a 10-hour period of operation before degrada
tion of results begin.
A further attempt to the solution of road testing
for emission levels was attempted by Shell Oil's research
labs (30).

Engineers at Shell had the objectives of con

ducting research in the areas of driveability, performance,
fuel economy, and exhaust emissions on a fully instrumented
automobile.

The objective was completed using infrared

sensors and providing the auto with a separate power
source to supply power for the analyzers and data acquisi
tion system.

After much trouble with road vibration,

shocks and car acceleration, the equipment was suitably
isolated to get good road test data.

The major problem

with the test vehicle is that it allowed only one engine
configuration to be tested without a major rebuilding of
the automobile.
Literature survey—
alcohol as fuels
"'Methyl-Fuel,' a new liquid fuel which has all
the advantages of natural gas or fuel oil, but which is
actually less polluting than natural gas."

A claim made

by Garrett and Wentworth after producing a liquid fuel
designed for use in power plants, large industrial fur
naces and boilers and gas turbines (31).

The fuel was a

mixture of methanol with a small portion of higher alcohols

Actual combustion tests showed NO,, emissions in the flue
gas to be lower than that for natural gas.

"Methyl-Fuel"

was also added to gasoline as an effective octane improver
and gasoline extender and also replaced lead additives.
Some conflicting research has been conducted at the
Ford Motor Co. (32) where, during testing up to 25% methanol
was added to gasoline, to determine the effect on exhaust
emissions.

Addition of the methanol showed no change in

the concentration of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide
or nitric oxide.

During their testing the exhaust

temperature of the engine was monitored to determine if
there was a change in temperature.

A change in temperature

would have brought about an expected change in NO . Neither
factor was present.

The constancy of nitric oxide emission

together with the observed constant temperature of the
exhaust gas seemed to indicate that the presence of metha
nol in the fuel does not change the combustion temperature.
In analyzing the hydrocarbon content in the emissions the
conclusion was that "under fuel-rich conditions, additional
formaldehyde-derived from methanol— inhibits decomposition
of parent fuel molecules, thus increasing unburned fuel
in the exhaust" (32).

They also concluded that methanol-

hydrocarbon blends do not reduce exhaust hydrocarbons when
the engine is operated at a performance level comparable
to the methanol-free blend.
A doctoral dissertation by Ebersole (33) presents
the same viewpoint as Garret and Wentworth.

In an analysis
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using mixtures of isooctane and methanol as a fuei for
for a
a
single-cylinder, spark-ignition engine, indication 3 were
that the consumption with methanol was 2—2.15 times greater
than with isooctane but the quantity of unburned fuel in
the exhaust with methanol was .1 to .3 times that with
isooctane.

If the engine was operated in range of 35 to

127 imep with methanol there was zero carbon monoxide
emissions.

Emissions of nitric oxide with methanol were

generally less than with isooctane.

The effect of spark

retardation on performance was also noted to be the same
for both fuels.
Michel, (34) in a comparison of various synthetic
fuels, has catalogued hydrogen for the distant future as
the most "attractive" fuel, but for the near term, methanol
from coal appeared to offer a good potential for an auto
motive fuel.

In the long term, this panel envisioned an

energy economy based on nonfossil sources with electricity
and hydrogen being the stable forms of energy distributed
to cities and industries.
A report by the AEC (35) tends to agree with the
statement of Michel.

Their studies of the use of methanol

as the fuel in conventional internal combustion engines
show that it possesses considerable potential for the com
bination of engine performance and reduced emissions of
unburned fuels, CO, and NO .

A theoretical analysis of

fuel behavior predicted that methanol will generate about
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90% of the cylinder pressure and S0% as much CO and 95% as
much NO

as does Isooctane at an equivalent fuel-air ratio.
X
Work on an engine test stand showed methanol to produce,
in comparison to gasoline without catalytic treatment of
exhaust gases, about 1/20 the unburned fuel, 1/10 the CO,
and about the same NO X (36).
Another experimental study used road performance
and test stand measurements of a methanol-fueled Gremlin
engine equipped with a catalytic exhaust reactor to obtain
emission levels that were below the 1975-76 Federal Stan
dards (37).

The Gremlin road test showed methanol to

require about 60% more fuel than that of gasoline but this
was due to the 55% lower heat of combustion for methanol.
A test showing the possibility of adding 5 to 30
percent

of methanol to gasoline has recently been com

pleted (38).

A number

of unmodified cars were tested

and operated over a fixed course with varying concentra
tions of methanol.

It was found that the fuel economy

increased by 5 to 13 percent, CO emissions decreased by
14 to 72 percent, and the exhaust temperatures decreased
from 1 to 9 percent.

Acceleration of the automobile was

also seen to increase by 7 percent.

CHAPTER II
ENGINE TESTING EQUIPMENT
Introduction
Considerable Interest has developed In the study
of the Internal combustion engine, especially Its contri
bution to pollution.

For years this power source had as

its concern first economy, then performance, followed by
a concern for safety, and lastly an accusation as the prime
source of pollution.

The internal combustion engine has

weathered most problems and still is by a large majority
the source of mobil power.

Nothing on the scene for at

least the near future appears to offer serious challenge.
Engine test facilities have for many years been
oriented toward the first two criteria, economy and per
formance only.

In fact, emission instrumentation, when

included, has been of a type to study gross emission
characteristics geared toward energy balances and effi
ciency, and the engine installations have generally been
further restricted to the use of liquid fuels only.

For

these reasons, much attention has been focused on properly
equipping an engine test cell.
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Test facility requirements
The requirements for an engine test facility can
easily be established.

A review of the literature, both

popular and technical, would indicate the following cri
teria :
1.

Instrumentation for economy and performance.

2.

Instrumentation for pollution evaluation and

3-

Full safety and fail safe operational controls

study.

to give maximum "hands-on" operation by students.
4.

simple enough for undergraduate student oper

ation with minimal supervision, but sophisticated enough
for meaningful research.
5.

Capability to utilize liquid and gaseous fuels

6.

Full manual operation for standard economy and

performance testing.
7-

Capable testing with acceleration and decelera

tion typical of actual driving cycles (for example, the
California 7 mode cycle).
8.

Capable of testing of engines loaded as in

typical vehicles including transmissions equipment and
loading.
The first criteria was established because even
with pollution control, performance and economy will
still be important criteria.

In fact, loss of performance

and economy with the addition of pollution controls has
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been

The
The

a strong complaint of many automobile owners.

growing concern and emphasis on the "energy crisis-

indi

cates not only a desire for economy but a distinct uomand
for conservation.

The remaining criteria are required for

a complete facility.
Test cell description
An examination of these criteria would indicate
that the usual educational test cell could not satisfy
the requirements.

In fact, no manual system could meet

these requirements.
There are two possible ways to meet all the cri
teria:

(1) a chassis dynamometer to test the full system;

(2) a self-contained engine dynamometer with computer
simulation of the total system )2, 2).

The first system

has the advantage of being easily adapted to various
engine drive-train combinations.

It, however, has diffi

culty in controlling the effective mass of the vehicle
and the acceleration—deceleration of the engine.

The

second system is more difficult to change engines but has
the distinct advantage of a high degree of flexibility of
control and simulation of driving cycles, loading and
transmission characteristics.

The second system was

chosen to design for implementation.
The system shown in Figure 1 has been devised to
satisfy the criteria listed above.
puter provides control.

The EPI 118 minicom
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monitors and loading monitors from the dynamometer give
an instant check to determine if the engine is perform
ing as programmed.

The minicomputer makes any adjustment

to the throttle or dynamometer as necessary to bring the
engine to the predetermined loading cycle being analyzed.
A simplified test is shown in Figure 2.

The

engine is held at an idle speed of 1000 RPM until time 't0 '.
At time 'to' the engine speed is brought to 2000 RPM and
at time t x a load of 25 percent of total capacity is
exerted on the engine from the dynamometer.

This load is

exerted for a time t 2 - ti and then is released at a
linear rate for a time t 4 - t 3.

During this same interval

of time the engine speed is continually monitored and the
throttle readjusted to maintain the 2000 RPM.

The test

will proceed to completion as shown in the diagrams at
which time the engine will return to an idle speed.

2000
«

1000

t7
TIME

TIME
Fig. 2.

Simplified engine loading cycle.
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The system as indicated makes laboratory engine
tests for any predetermined load cycle (Federal eye.'.a,
California 7 mode cycle) readily available.

It has been

shown that with the elimination of driver, vehicle, and
chassis dynamometer, test reproducibility with respect to
exhaust emissions and engine performance was significantly
improved (1).

The engine test cell at Brigham Young

University has been implemented as shown in Figure 1 and
is capable of performing dynamic tests as described in
Figure 2.
Equipment description
The control functions of the engine and dynamometer
are generated by the EPI-llS minicomputer which in turn
takes its information from a pre-prepared punched paper
tape.

The EPI-118 minicomputer contains a 4096 word, 18-

bit, 900 nanosecond magnetic core memory with direct
memory access control.

Also included are four hardware

registers, peripheral device interfaces, associated con
trol logic to execute stored programs, a hardware boot
strap and an internal power supply.

The control panel

contains data entry switches and solid state indicator
lights for display of the four registers.

The computer Is

designed to interface with many peripheral devices such
as the punched tape reader and standard interfaces up to
63 devices can be addressed by the computer.
As is shown in Figure 1, the computer outputs
digital control signals to the throttle controller and the

dynamometer controller.

The digital signal from the com

puter for the throttle controller is changed to .. . analog
signal through the use of an eight bit binary digital to
analog converter.

The output signal from the D/A converter

has a variable range of from 0 to 10 volts broken into 256
equal steps.

The throttle linkage is activated by a Cono

flow model T-I69 electro-pneumatic transducer which in
turn is actuated by the output from the digital to analog
converter.

A supply pressure to the conoflow transducer

is maintained at 25 psi while the output is variable from
3 to 15 psia.

The output is directed through a bellows

which is connected directly to the linkage of the throttle.
Throttle return and full closure is assured by a spring
return mechanism.

Throttle position as a function of

input voltage to the Conoflow transducer is shown in
Figure 12.

It should be noted that the springs cause some

preloading and hence the full range of the 8-bit D/A con
verter cannot be used to control the throttle.

The range

of usage is 65 percent of the total 256 steps which gives
a resolution of .36 degrees per step of travel.
The dynamometer control circuit is activated in a
similar manner.

The digital signal from the computer is

changed to an analog 0-1 volt signal through the use of a
ten bit binary digital to analog converter.

The 0-1 volt

signal is then amplified to a 0-10 v signal and is used
in a SCR control circuit for the current flow to the
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dynamometer.

The current to the dynamometer is controlled

between 0 and 3 amps for the 0 to 500 lb full load.

The

10 bit D/A converter has 1024 equal steps hence giving a
resolution of approximately one-half pound increments.
The torque feedback and dynamometer output is
obtained using a Statham 0-500 lb. load cell mounted
between the dynamometer frame and the dynamometer lever.
The output signal from the load cell is amplified via a
Statham strain gage signal amplifier.

The analog signal

from the amplifier is then converted to a digital signal
with the use of a twelve bit analog to digital converter.
The digital signal is then used in the computer to gener
ate an error signal or for other necessary calculations.
The feedback system for the dynamometer is shown in Figure
1 as the torque signal digitizer.
Speed feedback from the engine is obtained from
an electromagentic impulse transmitter together with a
60-tooth wheel fitted on the engine shaft.

The impulsive

signal from the electromagnetic transmitter is counted
for a period of time and with the proper electronics the
rpm can be displayed.

The RPM signal used in the computer is

generated by counting the oscillations of a quartz crystal
while the engine shaft makes one revolution.

A plot of the

computer's A-Register versus RPM is shown in figure 43.
A third feedback system is the engine manifold
vacuum monitoring.

The signal from the pressure transducer

is digitized through an A/D converter and the digital signal
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is used with the speed feedback to determine if the engine
has reached an operating condition such that a trar.c mission
shift point should be simulated.
Display of critical engine functions and lapsed
test time is located on a master control panel.

Nixie

tube displays are used to show RPM, torque, lapsed test
time, total revolutions and total time.

A cluster of

Stewart-Warner guages show the engine temperature, oil
pressure, and engine operation time.
master panel control:

Switches on the

(1) master power, (2) dynamometer

water pump, (3) computer or manual throttle control and
(4) computer or manual dynamometer control.

Two knobs

on the panel are used to control the throttle and dyna
mometer manually with the switches in the manual positions.
The ignition switch for the engine is located on the master
panel giving the capability of starting, running the engine
and loading the dynamometer remotely.
To measure exhaust emissions a four channel set
of Beckman Infrared Analyzers is used.

Specifically the

analyzers are the non-dispersive infrared analyzers Model
#IR-315A.

This model consists of two separate units, one

containing the analyzer section and the other the amplifier
control section.

The analyzer section contains two infra

red energy sources, a 10 hz optical chopper, sample and
reference cells, and a filter cell to reduce interference
from other infrared-absorbing components.

The detector is

a pneumatic—microphone type with a radio frequency oscil
lator.

The amplifier section contains the amplifier and

operating controls including an indicating meter, power
and function switches, and provides a recorder or control
ler output signal.

The Model IR—313A is primarily designed

for use in process plant operations and for vehicular exhaust
monitoring applications.

The extremely high sensitivity

of the infrared method of detection makes possible the
analysis of trace components in the parts per million
range.

A second advantage of the infrared method is its

fast response time.

A change in composition of gases will

be recorded in less than .5 second, hence giving the
capability of following rapid transients.
exhaust gases of interest and those which can
be monitored are NO , C02, CO and N-Hexane.
Outputs from the Beckman analyzer are recorded on
a six channel brush recorder.

Using this recorder allows

one channel for each of the four pollutants, a channel for
the engine speed and a channel for the torque level from
the dynamometer, thus recording all the important data on
one strip chart.
Fuel consumption by the engine is measured by a
weighing and timing device.

The timer is triggered by a

light source attached to the beam balance when the balance
moves through a zero point.

The light source triggers a

light sensing diode which in turn starts the timer.

When
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the known amount of fuel is used from the container, the
balance moves through the

zero point and again 3'he light

source triggers the control circuitry which stops the timer.
Fuel consumption is then determined on a mass per unit
time basis which can be converted to a volume per unit
time if necessary.
The dynamometer used in the test program is a
General Electric induction or eddy current dynamometer with
a 250 hp absorption capability.

Maximum speed rating for

the dynamometer is 6000 RPM.
For this test program a 1971 Ford 302CI engine was
used.

The engine is not equipped with the electronic

control for spark advance and is therefore typical of
the general 1971 market vehicle.

The engine is equipped

with the PVC system.
The engine test cell as described above can be
used, withaminimum of constraints, to duplicate given
driving cycles under both dynamic and static loading
conditions.

A mathematical model and stability comments

are contained in the next chapter and the method of pro
gramming and preparing punched paper control tapes is
presented in Chapter 4.

CHAPTER III
ENGINE-DYNAMOMETER MATHEMATICAL
CHARACTERIZATION
Prior to extensive testing on the afore described
comptuer controlled engine test unit, it is desirable to
determine the conditions that will maintain the enginedynamometer system in a stable operating condition.

The

diagram in Figure 3 is a control schematic of the system
to be analyzed.

Note that there are two closed loop feed

back systems, one for speed and one for torque.

To pro

vide a mathematical model of the system it is necessary
to determine the steady state operating conditions and
the dynamic response of each loop.

To make this math

model the following information is required.
1.

Engine torque-speed curves for various

throttle control voltages [TE = f(EV, N)].
2.

Dynamometer control voltages (the dynamometer

setting is slightly speed dependent) [TD = f(DV, N)].
3.

Time response

of dynamometer.

4.

Time response

of engine.

5.

Time response

of throttle controller,

including saturation rates.
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Pig. 3.

Control system block diagram.
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This information was determined experimentally
and is shown in Figures 4 through 9 respectively.

From

this information it is possible to find the necessary
functional forms of the dynamometer torque and engine
torque from the respective torque speed curves, and also
the time constants of the engine, dynamometer and throttle
controller.

The engine inertia and the throttle control

saturation limits can also be determined from this data.
Functional forms, time
constants, engine inertia
and throttle saturation
limits
To find an empirical relation for the dynamo
meter torque as a function of speed (N) and dynamometer
control voltage (DV) the three separate torque curves
are consolidated into one single curve by displacing the
origin for the two remaining curves (Figure 10).
resulting curve is a parabola.

The

Using the three points

(1200, 127), (2120, 135) and (2850, 135) and LaGrangian
multipliers a second order polynomial fit to the curve
is given by
TD(N) = - 5-26 x 1 0 " V

+ 0.0262 N + 103-2

(1)

To determine the dependence of dynamometer torque
on the input dynamometer control voltage a plot of
In (DV) vs. (TD) was made.

The result was a straight

line of slope (n = 2.48), hence the relation of
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dynamometer torque to dynamometer control voltage is given
by

TD(DV) = (DV/4.3) 2'lt8

(2)

The total steady state relationship of dynamometer torque
as a function of speed and dynamometer control voltage
can be written as

TD(N9 DV) - (VD/4.3)2•48 (- 5-26 x 10"V
+ 0.0262 N + 103.2)

(3)

Determination of the dynamic effects of the dyna
mometer and the combination of the results with the
steady state equation will give a complete mathematical
description of the dynamometer.

To complete the equation

it is first necessary to determine the time response of
the dynamometer.

Examination of Figure 6 shows the curve

to be S shaped and hence will have a functional form of
-t/J
-t/J
N = Nf + NAe
A + Nce
c

(4)

One of the time constants (J ) will be associated with
the engine while the other (J^) will be the response of
the dynamometer to the step input from the dynamometer
controller.

The time constant of the engine can be

obtained from an analysis of the engine.

The curve in

Figure 7 , which shows the response of the engine to a

step change in throttle, can be expressed as
-t/J
N = No + AN - ANe

(5)

where
AN = Nf - No

Substituting (N^ - No) for AN the equation can be written
as
-t/J
Nf - N = ANe

c

(6)

a plot of log (Nf - N) vs. time yields the time con
stant J

(see Figure 11). The time constant J is found
^
c
from the definition of the time constant, i.e., a line
of the same slope as the log (N^. - N) vs. time is drawn
through the point 2.718 (e) and extended to the time
line at which point the time constant can be read directly
The engine time constant was found to be 1.91 seconds.
Now that Jc has been determined it is possible
to find J^.

Equation 4 can be rewritten in the form
-t/J
N e

-t/J
A
NAe

A plot of log (N^ - N) versus time for equation 7 is
shown in Figure 11.

It should be noted that this plot

contains the time response information for the

(7)
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Pig- 11.
and dynamometer.

Time constant determination for engine
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dynamometer and engine together.

To get'information for

the dynamometer only the sum of (Nf - N) from both
Figures 6 and 7 is determined and the resulting log (Nf
- N) Is plotted.

This is done by taking (Nf - N) from

both figures and adding them together which gives

N.

-t/J
N = N e
c

-t/J

-t/J
A
NAe

N e
c

(8:

This leaves only the effect of the dynamometer, i.e..

Nf - N = - NAe

(9 )

hence the effect of adding the two equations actually
has the effect of subtracting out the effects of the
engine.

The slope of the linear portion of this plot

when transferred to the point 2.718 (5) and extended to
the time line gives a dynamometer time constant of (J. =
2.65).
A summary of the data used in this analysis is
given in Table 1.
The time constants for equation 4 have now been
determined and it remains necessary only to determine the
coefficients N. and N . To do so choose N and add the
A
c
c
line of Nce ^ to the experimental line of
-t/J
A
N e

t/J
Nce

-t/J
NAe

A
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TABLE 1
N VERSUS TIME FOR ENGINE AND DYNAMOMETER TIME
CONSTANT DETERMINATION
Time

0
.5
1.0
1 •5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
1- ^
4.0
11 r4.5
5 •0
5 •5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7-5
n
8.0
O
8.5r—
9.0
9.5
10.0
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
12.5

(N„-N) for engine
due to step
input to con
troller from
Figure 5
1720
1245
945
720
545
445
345
270
220
165
120
85
50
35
20
15
10
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(N-N„) for engine
and dynamometer
for step input to
dyna. controller
from Figure 4
1900
1875
1825
1725
1625
1500
1350
1225
1075
925
775
660
550
475
380
325
275
225
200
175
150
125
110
100
95
80

Sum of (Nf-N)
from eng.1and
eng. and dyn.
comb. Figure
5 and Figure 4
3620
3120
2770
2445
2170
1945
1695
1495
1295
1090
895
745
600
510
400
340
285
230
200
175
150
125
110
100
95
80
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continue to choose different values of N

until the sum
c
of the two lines gives a straight line. When the sum is
a straight line on the semi-log plot the values of
and Nc can be read directly from the graph at the ordi
nates where (t = 0).

From Figure 11, (N

= 5200) and

(N^ = 7100), hence the time response curve of Figure 6
can be fit with the equation

N - Nf = 7100 e~t/2-65 + 5200 e-t/l-91

(10)

The total equation for the dynamometer torque
can now bo written as

(1 1 JAS) TD = (DV/4.3 )2 ' 8 (- 5-26 x 10"6N 2

+ 0.0262 N + 103.2)

(11)

However, after a computer solution for the engine dyna
mometer system was obtained and the results plotted on
Figure 6, it was evident that an additional time constant
was necessary.

From trial and error, in order to obtain

a good fit to the line of Figure 6, a second time con
stant Jg was determined to to 0.7 5 seconds.

Hence the

second order equation for the dynamometer torque can be
written as

(1 1 2.65S) (1 + 0.7S) TD - (DV/4.3)2 ' 8 (- 5.26

x 10 V

+ 0.0262 N + 103.2)

(12)
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An analogous approach for the determination of a
functional form for the engine torque could be made but
due to the complexity of the engine torque speed curves,
an alternative approach was used.

This approach consisted

of providing a torgue-speed map that the computer could
read.

Engine torque (TE), given a throttle control voltage

and a speed N, was obtained by two linear interpolations
of the torque speed curve.

(See Appendix A for the

complete program.)
For a given engine torque (TE) it is now possible
to determine the engine inertia.

Summing the torques

and setting them equal to the inertia times the change
in angular velocity gives

or

TE - TD = I

~

(14)

Solving for I gives

1 =

IT -TV-

(TE “ TD)

dt

where (dN/dt) can be determined from the plot of engine
speed versus time in response to a step input to the
throttle (Figure 7).
constant

From the definition of a time

(15)

The value of (dN/dt) can be solved for as

dN _ AN
dt
Jc

AN
1.91

hence (dN/dt) can be evaluated at various times by reading
from Figure 6 or Table 1 the value of AN.
The inertia of the engine-dynamometer system then
Is determined by equation 15 and substituting (AN/1.91)
for (dN/dt).

I

(30) (1.91) (TE - TD)
ttAN

(18 )

The evaluation can be made when the dyno-torque is zero
hence reducing the equation to

I

(57-3) (TE)
ttAN

(19)

The data in Table 2 was used to determine the
inertia and was obtained from Figure 7 and the torque
speed map.
An average value of inertia was used and gave
good results in the computer solution.

The inertia value

was (1 = 0.906) .
The time constant (J^) of the pneumatic throttle
controller can be determined by drawing lines tangent to

5'?
TABLE 2
DATA FOR DETERMINATION OF
ENGINE INERTIA

EV

RPM

4.15

1250

4.15

TE

AN

I

99

1475

1.23

1500

78.8

1225

1.18

4.15

1775

52.8

950

1.02

4.15

2175

20.8

550

•70

4.15

2375

11.2

350

.59

4.15

2500

8.2

225

.67
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the initial slope of the response curve (Figure 3).

The

time constant for the controller was found to be 0.16
seconds.

To provide a realistic throttle opening rate

for the computer program it is necessary to determine the
saturation limits for the throttle controller.

These

saturation limits are incorporated into the computer pro
gram to prevent the computer from opening and closing the
throttle at a rate that is faster than the actual physical
system can provide.
Figures 9 and 12.

The saturation limits are found from
Figure 9 shows that when the throttle

opens there are two distinct different rates.

The first

rate is found to be 1.45 units per second and the second
has a rate of 0.77 units/second.

From Figure 12 the

change in throttle position per change in voltage was
determined to be 0.175 units/volt.

Dividing the rate of

units per second by the change of units per volt will
give the saturation limits in volts per second.
The initial saturation rate of throttle opening
was found to be

dx i
dVx _ dt _ dVi _ 1.45 . n .
~dt
dxT " ~dt
07175 " 8 ’3
dVj.

volts/sec(20)

for the region of throttle control voltage (EV) from 3.3
volts to 5*0 volts.

The second saturation rate is deter

mined by the same method.

bO
a

•H

voltage.

Pig. 12.

Trottle position as a function of electro-pneumatic controller

Cn
CO

dV2 _ dt
dV2 _ 0.77
dt
dx2 " dt
0.175
dV2

4.4 volts/sec

(21)

and will be the controlling saturation limit for the
throttle control voltage between 5-0 volts and 9 volts.
Prom Figure 9 the decreasing rate is 3-125 units
per second, using the method above the saturation limit
for throttle closing is 17.86 volts/second.
Equations and state model
Examination of the torque speed curve for the
dynamometer shows that torque will be a function of both
speed and dynamometer control voltage [TD = f(N, DV)].
This function has been previously determined.

Hence for

a given steady state condition the torque applied by the
dynamometer can be determined from the speed and the
input dynamometer control voltage.

The dynamic response

of the dynamometer shown in Figure 6 has been previously
shown to be a second order system.

The describing

equation
(1 + JAS) (1 + JBS) TD = F(N, DV)

(22)

can be solved for TD.
m'n = F(N, DV)

JAJB

TD
f ] TD JB
JAJB

With this equation and the previous information

(23)

it is possible to set up the state model of the engine,
dynamometer and controlling systems.
First choose the state variables to be
Y Cl) = RPM
Y (2) = TD
Y (3) = TD
Y(4) = output from throttle controller
From the system diagram (Figure 3) the change in RPM as
a function of time can be found by converting the block
diagram to an equation (Figure 13).

Fig. 13.

(TE - TD)

TTl o
30 b

Block Diagram.

= N

Performing the proper operations by the operator S

(24
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gives

—

= If (TE - TD)

(25)

or using the definition of the state variables

Y(D =

ct e

- Y(2)]

Referring again to a detail of Figure 3 equation 23 can be
written directly from the schematic as shown in Figure 14.

TD

Fig. 14.

Block diagram of dynamometer.

Block diagram algebra gives the equation for TD as

TD

f(DV) f(N)
(1 + JAS) (1 +

jbs

)

simplifying and performing the proper operations on the

(26 )

operator S, the equation for TD becomes

m'n = F(PV. n )
,_i _ . — ) TD JAJB
' JA
JAJB

V

(27)

Prom the definition of the state variables the
following can be derived, if
Y (2 ) = TD
and
Y (3 ) = TD
then
Y (2) = Y(3)
Substituting these into equation 27 the state equation
for the dynamometer torque is found to be
Y(3) = F (pv» N) - (
J
JAJB

A

J -) Y (3 ) -

B

Y (2)

(28)

JAJB

The state equation for the pneumatic throttle
controller can be found by using a block diagram for the
controller

EV

Pig. 15controller.

1
!+JdS

Block diagram of electro-pneumatic
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The equation for controller output can be written as

(4) = __ EV—
1 + J^S
D

(29)

or eliminating the operator S the equation can be
written as

Y (4) =

EV - Y (4)
JD

(30)

The state model can now be defined by the four
differential equations.

Y (1) = 2° [TE - Y (2 )]

(3D

Y(2) = Y(3)

(32)

Y(3) -

dAdB

JA

f>
dB

Y(3) ~

(33)
dAdB

Y(4) = gx - m i
JD
Equation number 34 will be subjected to the saturation
constraints as determined previously, namely
Y (4) m .
m

= - 17-86 volts/second

Y(4) max = 8 . 3 volts/sec for 3-35 —
< EV —
< 6.0
and

(34)

Y(4) max = 4.4 volts/sec for 6.0 < EV < 9.0
Computer program
The four simultaneous differential equations
above were solved using a mcuified Adams PredictorCorrector method (2), known as the "EVES" subroutine at
Brigham Young University.

This subroutine is a differential

equation solver and will handle up to twelve simultaneous
first order differential equations (3).

The user must supply

three subroutines in using subroutines "EVES" and also a
main calling program.

These subroutines furnish the

initial values for the integration, the equations to be
solved and sets up the printing format to be used.
Appendix A for a complete program listing.)

(See

The "EVES"

method provided a solution to the four simultaneous
equations and the results were compared to the experi
mental.

The comparisons were made by operating the

engine at 3525 RPM and then applying a step loading of
3-8 volts to the dynamometer controller and recording
the response on a chart recorder.

The 3.8 volts applied

corresponded to a torque of 88 ft-lbs and the final
steady state speed was 1650 RPM.

The loading process was

duplicated in the computer program and the comparative
results are shown in Figure 16.

A second comparison was

made by applying a step voltage command to the throttle
controller while the engine was idling and the response

RPM

1500
«____ I---- 1---- 1---- «---- 1---- *---- •---- L
5
6
7
8
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TIME (SECONDS)
Fig. lb. Comparison of engine-dynamometer response of the computer
solution to the experimental engine-dynamometer response.
0
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recorded on a chart recorder.

Again the process was

duplicated with the computer program.

The comparative

results for this cycle are shown in Figure 17.
Referring to Figure 3 the only remaining infor
mation to be determined are the amplifier constants or
the amplifier gain.

The computer model of the engine

can be used to determine the gain settings for the con
trol amplifiers.

Having the gain settings would then

make it possible to optimize the engine-dynamometer
response characteristics and thus develope any given
driving cycle with a high degree of accuracy.

The devel

opment of computer programs that will follow a given
driving cycle with a high degree of accuracy is beyond the
scope of this research and the need of a stability
analysis will not be required for the development of a
simplified California driving cycle. However, the time
>
constants
and Jc for the dynamometer and engine
respectively determined in this analysis were used in
determining the appropriate time delays in the control™
ing computer programs.

These time constants provided an

approximate value for the time required between successive
RPM and dynamometer corrections.
Preliminary work to define the stable operating
regions of the engine-dynamometer system was performed
as a ME 631 class project under the direction of Dr.
Blaine Anderson.

These results can be found in Appendix A.

RPM
Pig. 17. Comparison of engine response of the computer solution to the
experimental engine response.
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CHAPTER IV
DRIVING CYCLES, COMPUTER PROGRAMS
AND TEST PROCEDURES
Driving cycles
The driving cycle used in the series of tests was
a modified California seven-mode driving cycle as shown
in Figure 18.

Fig. 18.
The

California driving cycle.

figure shows that for the first twenty seconds

the vehicle being tested would be in an idle mode.

After

the 20 second idle, the cycle requires the vehicle to
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accelerate to a speed of thirty miles per hour c using a
time interval of 14 seconds.

The total forces eras the

engine must overcome are the acceleration forces a n d the
drag forces involved as the car gains speed.

At the end

of the acceleration the system will be simulating a
medium sized car traveling at a velocity of 30 miles per
hour.

The simulated vehicle would be equipped with a

differential ratio of 3.7:1 and would always be operating
in high gear (ratio of 1:1), the tire size was a H78xl5
standard design tire.
Knowing the velocity of the vehicle being simulated
(or the RPM of the engine) makes it possible to determine
the total forces acting on the

car at anytime during the

cycle, hence a plot of the total forces can be made as shown
in Figure 19.

Knowing the total forces and the RPM makes

it possible to plot the corresponding horsepower curve.
The horsepower curve and the RPM curve immediately define
the shape of the curve that represents the dynamometer
load on the engine.

These curves are also shown in

Figure 19.
Computer programs
The computer operated automatic controls on the
engine-dynamometer system are such that they can control
the load on the engine and also the speed of the engine.
Separate feedback loops for load and speed make it pos
sible to run the systems independent of one another and
in a closed loop mode.

With this type of control it is
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Pig. 19. Total force, horsepower, dynamometer
load and RPM diagrams for modified California driving
cycle.
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possible to program the computer with a pre-determined load
cycle and a predetermined speed cycle and have the feedback
loops monitor the actual engine speed and load.

The feed

back signal can then be used in the computer to generate an
error signal.

The error signal is then used to make the

necessary corrections to bring the load and speed back to
the predetermined values.
To simulate the modifed California seven-mode driving cycle it was necessary to program the dynamometer
load curve and the RPM curves shown in Figure 19.

To write

this program or any other load and speed program there are
six parts that are necessary.

They are:

(1) a real-time

check to determine the present location in the program, (2)
an RPM check, (3) a dynamometer load check, (4) a method
for determining the error size, and knowing the error size,
(5) a method for making the proper correction.

Also neces

sary are.(6) load and speed schedules that can be used for
a comparison to the actual loads and speeds.

These six

sections are shown in the flow chart in Figure 20.
The program used in these tests (Figure 21) starts
with setting the master clock to zero and restarting the
clock, and also an initial step to the throttle controller
and to the dynamometer controller.

These steps are required

to overcome the threshold voltages of the dynamometer
controller and the throttle actuator, they also set the
engine and dynamometer in an idle mode which is required
for the first twenty seconds of the cycle.

During this

Fig. 20.

Basic Program flow chart.
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Fig- 21.
chart.

Modified California driving cycle flow
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Pig. 21.— (continued)

twenty seconds the program is set in a loop that continu
ally monitors the time until the desired interval has
elapsed.

To simulate the acceleration a ramp input sche

dule for the engine speed is created and at equal time
intervals the limits for the RPM range are increased so
that the controller will make the required throttle adjust
ments to bring the engine speed up to the programmed values.
Immediately following the RPM correction the computer
will sample the dynamometer load and compare it to the
scheduled value.

The feedback loop brings back the signal

of the load and a correction is output to the dynamometer
control circuit to bring the dynamometer load to the sche
duled value.

The remainder of the program is executed in

a similar fashion.
It is important to note a restriction of the com
puter system.

The computer used had no Interrupt capability

and hence is restricted in its capability to make corrections
except at predetermined times.

The program is written to

provide first a n RPM check and correction, then a dynamo
meter check a n d correction; the system then enters a time
delay for a specified period of time before it cycles back
to make a new c h e c k and correction.

The length of the time

delay will g r e a t l y affect the stability of the system.
Should th e t i m e d e l a y be too short t h e RPM feedback will
indicate a c o r r e c t i o n is necessary and before the engine
has time ro r e a c t the RPM check will a g a i n be made and
the t h r o r t l e w i l l again be advanced.

T h e process will
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drive the throttle open before the engine can catch up.
When finally the engine does catch up the throttle starts
to close down bus is too late to avoid the effect of the
inertia forces created by the high speed engine.
result is obvious.

The

If the time delay is made extremely

long the types of loading curves that can be implemented
are reduced to those with very low accelerations and
loadings.

The proper time delay can be determined from

the math model and a stability analysis or can be done
experimentally if care is exercised so as not to overspeed
the engine.
Preparation of punched
paper tapes
The EPI-118 computer used for the control of the
engine-dynamometer system is equipped with a paper tape
reader for loading a program into memory.

To prepare the

paper tape the program must be written in assembly language
then, using an EPI assembler, which is on the library file
of the Dec-10 system at Brigham Young University, the pro
gram is reproduced in ASCII code on a paper tape.

The paper

tape can then be read by the EPI-118 tape reader.

See

Appendix B for a program listing of the modified California
cycle and for the calibration curves used in determining
correction step sizes.
Dynamic engine test procedure
To obtain the dynamic test data shown in the follow
ing chapter a sequence of events were followed which would
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hopefully alleviate some of the typical data scatter.
To remove any transient in the monitoring equip
ment and the engine itself all equipment was set in an
operating mode thirty minutes prior to any testing.

This

operating mode required the engine to be running under a
steady state load and RPM and the Beckman Emission analyzer
to be in the sample mode.

The six channel recorder used

in recording Lhis data was also operating during the thirty
minute warm-up period.
To perform a test "run" the fuel measuring system,
which consisted of a beam balance with fuel being pumped
from a flask on one side, would be used to trigger the
start of a computer program.

The start of a computer

program caused an event marker to be triggered on the
recorder and would indicate the start time of the test.
During the test the engine-dynamometer system was controlled
by the computer and data from the Beckman analyzer was
plotted on the six channel recorder directly, giving an
instantaneous report of the emissions being produced.

The

dynamometer load and engine RPM were also plotted on the
six-channel recorder.

At the end of the computer program

another event mark is given and the fuel supply to the
engine is switched from the fuel measuring equipment to a
separate tank.

The fuel used during the test can then be

weighed and since the test lasts for 140 seconds the weight
per unit time for fuel consumption can be recorded.
22 is a typical printout of the test data.

Figure
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Test data from recorder output.
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Calibration of the Beckman exhaust emission analyzer
was performed at the beginning and end of each series of
rests and the calibrations were recorded on the six channel
recorder-.

Calibration of the Beckman required the use of

known concentrations of the gases NO , CO and N-Hexane.
These gases were sampled by the analyzer and the known
concentrations made it possible to adjust the gain to
the proper setting.

The settings were determined by Beckman

instruments and were provided in the form of a calibration
curve.

The calibration gases were obtained from Linde Gas

Products and are research grade gases.

Calibration data is

on file at the Mechanical Engineering Department at BYU.
The steady-state tests were performed using the
same warm procedure and the same recording methods.

Fuel

was measured by a beam balance and the time measured using
a chonotac timer.

The following chapter is a compilation

of the tests performed by these methods.
Tests performed (dynamic
and steady-state)
At each of the discrete points of methanol concen
tration (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30%) fourteen dynamic
tests were performed giving a total of 98 tests.

A gas bag

analysis of the emissions from the dynamic tests was ob
tained bv integrating the emission curves of five tests at
each discrete methanol concentration.
The steady-state tests were continuous running and
were set at an average horsepower, i.e., 24 horsepower, for
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one set of data and at a max horsepower, i.e., 47 horsepower
for the second steady-state test.

CHAPTER V
RESULTS, DISCUSSION OP RESULTS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Results— dynamic tests
Data was recorded on a Brush six channel recorder.
The information obtained on the recorder included the
simultaneous plotting of the exhaust emission gases, NO ,
X

CO and unburned hydrocarbons along with the engine RPM and
dynamometer torque.

Figure 22 is a typical set of test

data for the dynamic rest runs.

It should be noted that

the exhausr gas results plotted on the chart are not the
instantaneous values as are the RPM and dynamometer torque
but are subject to a rime delay of approximately seven
seconds.

This time delay is due to the exhaust having to

move from the exhaust manifold through the exhaust piping
and finally through the Beckman sampling tube.
Observation of the data in Figure 22 shows that
during the acceleration and loading of the engine the
unburned hydrocarbons and the carbon monoxides exhibit
maximum values.

The driving cycle is such that there are

two acceleration periods and hence two maximum points are
present.

The two maximum values of these two gases for
76
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various volumetric percentages of methanol in gasoline are
shown in Figures 23 and 24.

The concentration of nitric

oxides are at a maximum when the engine is running at the
highest temperature and pressure which coincide with the
highest RPM during the cycle.

The driving cycle has two

regions where the engine is running at a high RPM level,
hence there are two regions of high NO

X

concentrations.

The maximum values of the NO X concentrations are shown in
Figure 25 as a function of methanol content in gasoline.
To obtain a Mgas-bag" analysis of the exhaust
emissions the curves for instantaeous gas concentrations
were integrated over the length of time to complete the
driving cycle.

This procedure gives an average concen

tration for the exhaust gases for the modified California
driving cycle.

The average concentrations of unburned

hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and nitric oxides are shown
in Figures 26, 27, and 28, respectively.

The fuel consump

tion for the dynamic tests as a function of volumetric
methanol content is shown in Figure 29.
Trends established by the data in Figures 23 through
29 indicate that (1) the volumetric fuel consumption in
creases by 20 percent as the methanol content increases
from zero to 30 percent, (2) the maximum carbon monoxide
concentration decreases from four percent by volume to one
percent by volume or a decrease of 75 percent when the
methanol content is increased to 30 percent, (3) the

UNBURNED HYDROCARBONS (PPM)
Pig. 23. Maximum unburned hydrocarbon concentration as a function of
methanol content for dynamic engine test.
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Maximum carbon monoxide concentration as a function of
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Fig. 25- Maximum nitric oxide concentration as a function of methanol
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maximum nitric oxide concentration decreases by approximately
15 percent as the methanol content increases from zero to
20 percent.

The maximum nitric oxides concentration then

increase by 18 percent when the methanol content increases
from 20 percent to 30 percent, (4) the maximum hyrdrocarbons concentrations exhibit different phenomena with
the two accelerations.

The first acceleration shows a

slight decrease in the maximum concentration of unburned
hydrocarbons as the methanol content increases from zero
to five percent but then an 80 percent increase is ob
served as the methanol content is increased from 5 to 30
percent.

The maximum concentration during the second

acceleration decreases approximately 10 percent while
increasing the methanol content from zero to 30 percent.
The "gas bag" analysis shows (1) the unburned hydrocarbons
to increase by 40 percent as the methanol fuel percentage
is increased from 0 to 30, (2) the carbon monoxide will
decrease by 68 percent during the increase of methanol and
(3) the nitric oxides will decrease by 31 percent as the
methanol content is raised from zero to 30 percent.
The data collected in Figures 23 through and
including 29 represent a total of 98 individual tests.
The methanol content was varied in steps of 5 percent
volumetric changes from 0 to 30 percent, thus giving
seven distinct data points.

Each of these seven data

points represents the average of fourteen tests performed
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at that particular methanol content.

The standard devia

tion of those fourteen tests is indicated on the graphs
to give an estimate of the data scatter.
Results— steady state tests
Steady-state operation of the engine-dynamometer
system and Beckman exhaust analyzer required setting the
engine control to a predetermined power level and switching
the analyzer to the sample mode.

Indications of the con

centration of the gases NO , CO, and the unburned hydrocarbons can be read from the meters on each of the individual
gas analyzers.
Two sets of steady-state tests were performed one
an M average power level" and a second at a "maximum power
level."

The average power level was determined by taking

the average power output during the modified California
driving cycle, while the maximum power level was set at the
maximum power output during the cycle.

The average power

level was 24 horsepower and the maximum was 47 horsepower.
Nitric oxides concentration and carbon monoxide
concentration as a function of methanol content for a
steady-state power output of twenty-four horsepower are
shown in Figure 30.

The concentration of unburned hydro

carbons and the fuel consumption for the same power
level is shown in Figure 31.

Nitric oxides concentration,

carbon monoxide concentrations and unburned hydrocarbons
and fuel consumption for the maximum power level are shown

CARBON MONOXIDE (PERCENT BY VOLUME)
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Pig. 30. Carbon monoxide and nitric oxides concentrations for methanol
content for steady state engine tests (average power level).
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in Figures 32 and 33 respectively.
The effect of power output as a function of
methanol content is shown in Figure 34.
From Figures 30 through 34, those which present
the data for the steady state engine tests, the following
trends are observed: (1) the nitric oxides, carbon monoxide,
and unburned hydrocarbons decrease 72%,

15%

and 40%, respec

tively, as the methanol content is increased from 0 percent
to 40 percent for the 24 horsepower level; (2) the volu
metric fuel consumption increases 20% for the same power
level as the methanol content increases from 0 to 30 per
cent, (3 ) at the 47 horsepower level the nitric oxides,
carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons decrease 69%,
84% and 82%, respectively, as the methanol content in
creases from 0 to 40 percent and (4) the fuel consumption
increases from 7-5 to 9-4 oz/min or an increase of 20% as
the methanol content increases from 0 to 30 percent.

The

power output, with the throttle and dynamometer loads set
constant, decreased by 21% as the percentage of methanol
in gasoline increased from 0 to 40 percent.
The data for the steady-state results was obtained
after the system had reached a steady-state operating
condition.

Assuming little data scatter the point was

represented without the use of a statistical analysis of
the data.
Figures 35, 36 and 37 show the difference in
concentration of the unburned hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide

CARBON MONOXIDE (PERCENT BY VOLUME)
Pig. 32. Carbon monoxide and nitric oxides concentration for methanol
content for steady state engine tests (maximum power level).

/iS* 33. Fuel consumption and unburned hydrocarbons concentration for
methanol content for steady state engine tests (maximum power level).
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Fig. 35- Unburned hydrocarbon concentration for steady-state,
dynamic and gas bag test methods.
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and nitric oxides respectively for the dynamic, steady
state and gas bag methods of analysis.
Discussion of results
Explanation of the results shown previously
require the use of two factors.

These factors are the

increase in the volumetric percentage of methanol in the
fuel and secondly the effect the content of the methanol
has on the air-fuel ratio.

The theoretical air-fuel ratio

for gasoline is 15.1, while that of methanol is 6.4 (39).
For the maximum volumetric percentage of methanol in the
fuel, that being 30 percent, the theoretical fuel ratio
will be 12.5.

For equal steps between 0 and 30 percent,

methanol content in the fuel, the theoretical air-fuel
ratio will vary linearly from 15.I to 12.5.
The carburetor used in the experiments was a stan
dard model from Ford Motor Company and was jetted for use
with paraffin fuels such as gasoline at sea level and was not
adjusted to the specifications required by the alcohol
fuels.

Using this carburetor with the methanol loaded fuels

produced a lean fuel mixture.

The increased concentration

of methanol increased the excess air from zero to approxi
mately 20 percent.
Combustion products from common fuels include
carbon monoxide and at higher combustion temperatures the
oxides of nitrogen.

As the amount of excess air is in

creased, certain trends regarding the concentration of these

gases are followed, the amount of carbon monoxide found In
the exhaust gases will decrease while the amount of nitric
oxides will Increase Initially then decrease as the temper
ature drops.

Examining the results from both steady state

and dynamic tests, the concentration of the carbon monoxide
is seen to decrease as predicted by Stinson and Smith (44).
However,

the

percentage of decrease found in the experi

mental test was much higher than predicted for constant
mixtures of fuels.

The additional decrease shown by these

tests can be attributed to the fact that less carbon is
actually entering the engine.

The gasoline structure

shows eight carbon atoms per molecule while the methanol
molecule has only one atom, hence increasing the percentage
of methanol will decrease the total amount of carbon which
will in turn decrease the amount of CO produced in the
combustion process.
The increase in nitric oxides as the excess air
increases as shown by Smith and Stinson (44) is caused
by the additional oxygen associating with the free nitro
gen radicals.

To lower the concentration of nitric oxides

requires lowering the combustion temperature and pressure.
Methods to accomplish this are decreasing the compression
ratio, retarding the spark, decreasing the charge temper
ature, or by decreasing the air-fuel mixture.

Other

experiments (38) have shown that methanol, with its rela
tively high mass for its heating value does have the
ability to decrease the charge temperature.

This factor
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and the lower temperature from a lean air-fuel mixture are
responsible for the lower nitric oxides as the methanol
content Is Increased.

The results from these experiments

validate previous work in showing that the methanol does
have a cooling effect and does In turn decrease the con
centration of the nitric oxides In the exhaust from an
Internal combustion engine.

There Is one exception,

however, and It Is shown in Figure 25*

At a concentration

of 20% methanol by volume the nitric oxide concentration
reverses its downward trend.
To explain this phenomena first consider the per
formance of the carburetor.

The carburetor is adjusted to

deliver fuel and air under a constant fuel—air ratio except
at two positions, (1) closed for idle or (2) when the throt
tle is wide open at constant speed and the power valve is
opened.

When the throttle is wide open the engine will in

duct essentially a constant and limiting amount of air, con
trolled primarily by the piston displacement, while the
amount of liquid fuel to be added is increased by the
power valve opening.

The restricted air flow and the power

valve opening allows the fuel mixture to become richer,
this increase in fuel flow and the increase in fuel-air
ratio will increase the mep and the temperature of the com
bustion process (44).

The increase in temperature and

pressure are the prerequisites for the formation of the
nitric oxides.

In observing the action of the throttle

during the two acceleration periods of the modified

California driving cycle, the throttle was never driven
to a wide open position until the higher concentrations
of methanol in the fuel were tested.

It is important to

note that as the fuel-air ratio decreases the temperature
in the cylinder will decrease, since lean mixtures burn
slowly the piston may descend relatively far on the expan
sion stroke before combustion is complete or it is pos
sible that the flame could be extinguished.

The initial

downward slope of the curve in Figure 25 is caused by the
lean air-fuel mixtures and also by the cooling effects of the
methanol.

The reversal and upward slope is caused by the

engine trying to follow the scheduled acceleration of the
driving cycle.

The fuel mixture is too lean to supply

adequate power for the engine to follow the acceleration
curve, hence the throttle is pushed wide open and remains
there in a fuel rich condition until the dynamometer load
is dropped.

The temperature increase due to the fuel-rich

burning in the cylinder will offset the cooling effects
of the methanol.

It is important to note that the increase

in the maximum point for the concentration for nitric
oxides at high methanol content would not have been noticed
in a steady-state test or in a driving test where a gas
bag analysis of the exhaust emissions was used.
The concentrations of unburned hydrocarbons with
an increase of methanol in the fuel were generally observed
to decrease.

The decrease in unused fuel is directly

attributable to the addition of methanol which made a lean

1 0U
mixture.

The excess air contributed to a more complete

combustion process.

The methanol loaded fuel contained

less carbon which had an additional effect in reducing
the unburned hydrocarbons.

The one exception to this

general trend is observed in Figure 23 where a large
increase in the unburned hydrocarbons is observed when
the volumetric percentage of methanol in the fuel in
creases from 10 to 30 percent.

The large increase is

seen to occur only for the initial acceleration, which is
twice as severe as the second acceleration in the modified
California driving cycle.

The first acceleration also has

to start the engine from an idle condition while the
second starts at a higher RPM.

As additional methanol is

added to the fuel and using the standard carburetor the
power output is seen to drop off, a fact which is directly
attributed to the lean fuel mixture.

When the driving

cycle requires the engine to perform this acceleration
the carburetor produces a highly fuel rich condition and
a degradation of the combustion process results, hence
the higher concentrations of unburned hydrocarbons.
The corresponding gas bag analysis for the unburned
hydrocarbons indicates the increase in unburned hydro
carbons.

It is again important to note that this trend

would not have been determined by a steady-state engine test.
Fuel consumption for all the dynamic and steadystate tests was seen to increase on a volumetric basis.
This would be expected since the heating value of the
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methanol is approximately 55% that of the gasoline.
more importance is the total Btu usage.

Of

By changing the

volumetric fuel consumption to a total Btu usage there
was no significant increase in total energy consumption,
hence no change in the efficiency of the engine.
Examination of Figures 24, 27, 30 and 32 all show
the concentration of carbon monoxide to decrease as the
volumetric percentage of methanol in the fuel increases.
The maximum concentration of the CO during the dynamic
testing is shown to be approximately five times as great
as the steady state test run at 47 horsepower and is
eight times as great as the steady state tests run at the
24 horsepower level.

The gas bag analysis for the CO

during the dynamic tests is approximately one and one
half times as great as the average power steady-state
test run at 24 horsepower.

An examination of the CO

concentration during the dynamic testing shows the con
centration to be a factor of ten greater when the engine
is accelerating or decelerating than when the engine is
running at constant speed.

The dynamic testing provides

this type of result that would not be detected in a steadystate test.
The curves for nitric oxide concentration show that
the gas bag analysis for the dynamic tests are approxi
mately 65% less than for the average power steady-state
run.

The difference can be attributed to the fact that

excessive nitric oxides are produced for only 15 to 20
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seconds of the total 140 second duration of the driving
cycle while during a steady-state test the nitric oxides
are produced the full time.

Leaner fuel mixtures

cause the decrease In unburned hydrocarbons that are
shown In Figures

23,

31,

and 335 but an Increase In the

fuel-air ratio caused by a maximum throttle condition
caused Figure 26 to Increase, another trend unrecognized
in steady-state testing.
Conclusions
Three general conclusions can be derived from this
experimental work.
1.

The use of a computer-controlled engine-

dynamometer system is highly feasible and necessary to
define operation of engine add-on devices and.the perfor
mance of fuels, and will give the controlled testing
environment needed for testing of fuels and engine add-on
devices.
2.

The driving cycle used in making fuel tests

and pollution studies have significant effect on the fuel
economy and exhaust emissions of the internal combustion
engine and will give different and more relevant data than
a steady-state test.
3.

The dynamic test results are different from

the steady-state test results and are different from the
"gas bag" analysis.

,
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Many additional conclusions have been drawn regar
ding the modified California driving cycle and its
effect on exhaust emissions and fuel consumption as com
pared to a steady-state test.

These conclusions have been

drawn in the discussion of results.
Recommendations for future work
Prior to additional tests on the computer control
led engine test cell several improvements were needed.
They are:

(1) use the mathematical model and a stability

analysis to improve the test repeatability of the engine
and dynamometer.

Efforts should be made to improve the

programs so the engine will follow the predetermined load
ing schedules closer, (2) the computer needs to be pro
grammed to simulate transmission shift point.

Feedback

from the RPM indicator and the intake manifold pressure
transducer can be used to accomplish this task.

(3) An

area of study could be developed by designing a device
for use with the combustion system that would allow a
quick adjustment of the air-fuel ratio.

A series of tests

similar to the experiments just completed but with the
maximum power available at each methanol content level
would be instructive.

(4) A repeat of the experiments

using other fuels and additives such as ethanol would also
be instructive.

(5) An improved fuel weighing and program

start would be useful (a switching circuit that triggers
the computer when the beam balance goes through the balance
point.)

The computer controls for the engine and dyna
mometer prepare the test cell for testing of various
devices for the Improvement of fuel consumption or
exhaust emissions and could easily be advertised as such.
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APPENDIX A
MATHEMATICAL MODEL COMPUTER PROGRAM
AND STABILITY ANALYSIS INTRODUCTION
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL COMPUTER PROGRAM
The main calling program has a
CALL EVES (Ns TPNT)
statement where N is the number of equations to be solved.
The program may be stopped at any time by setting N = 0.
Eves will initiate the calling of the three user provided
subroutines.

The three subroutines provided are:

Subroutine SETUP.

Subroutine SETUP has an argument

list of four variables (X, Y, SIG, N).
dimensioned as X(2), Y(12) and sig(12).

The variables are
X(l) is the

initial value of the independent variable, X(2) is the
initial value of the step size of the independent variable.
Y(I) is the initial value of the dependent variables and
SIG(I) is the variable to determine the number of signi
ficant figures to be carried for Y(I).
Subroutine DIFE0» This user furnished subroutine
is used to calculate the derivatives at each step of the
independent variable and contains an argument list of five
variables (X, Y, DY, N, TPR).

The variables are dimensioned

as X (2), Y (12), DY(12) and TPR(12).

X(l) is the current

value of the independent variable, X(2) is the current
110

value of the step size.

Y(I) contains the current values

of the dependent variable while DY(I) contains the cur
rent value of the derivatives of the dependent variable
with respect to the independent variable and are supplied
in this subroutine.

TPR(l) is the current value of the

printing interval and TPR(2) is the current value of the
printing limit.
Subroutine PRINT.

Subroutine PRINT is used to

the format for the output of the results.

The argument

has five variables (X, Y, DY, N, TPR) and are defined the
same as in DIFEQ.

11

C

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OP ENGINE-DYNAMOMETER TEST CELL
PAGE 1
DIMENSION TPRNT(6 )
COMMON RPM,VD,VE,TA,TB,DIN,TC,TE,W
1
READ 12,RPM,VD,VE,TA,TB»DIN,TC,H
12
FORMAT (8G)
PRINT 4
4
FORMAT(9X, *RPM»,15X, »VD*,15X, *VE»,15X, »TA‘15X, ‘TB»,15X,
* 'DIN *f15X t »TC',10X, '¥•)
PRINT 5,RPM,VD,VE,TA,TB,DIN,TC,¥
5
F 0RMAT(1X, 8 (F12 .2 ,5X))
TPRNT(1)-4.0*3.14159/W/100.0
TPRNT(2)=4.1*3.14159/W
Ns»4
CALL EVES(N,TPRNT)
IF (N.EQ..l)GO TO 10
GOTO 1
10
CONTINUE
END

I

:13

C MATHEMATICAL MODEL OP ENGINE-DYNAMOMETER TEST CELL
PAGE 2
SUBROUTINE SETUP (X,Y,SIG,N)
DIMENSION X(2),Y(12),SIG(12)
COMMON RPM,VD,VE,TA,TB,DIN,TC,TE,W
X (2)*4*3•14159/W/1000•
Y(l)«RPM
Y(2)» (VD/4.3 )**2.475*(-'5.26489E-6*RPM*RPM+0.02618*RPM+103.165)
T(3)«0.0
Y(4)»VE
SIG(l)«1.0El
SIG(2)-1.0E0
SIG(3)*1.0E0
SIG(4)»1#0E—1
PRINT 20
20 FORMAT(13X,*TIME»,l6X,»RPM',l6X,»DYNO TORQUE',9X, 'ENGINE TORQUE
*•,7X, 'VOLTAGE»,9X,»DYN. VOLTAGE»)
RETURN
END

t
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C

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OP ENGINE-DYNAMOMETER TEST CELL
PAG® 3
SUBROUTINE DIFEQ(X,Y,DY,N,TPR)
DIMENSION X(2),Y(12),DY(12),TPR(2)
DIMENSION TV(100),VT(100),TR(100),RPT(100)
COMMON RPM,VD,VE,TA,TB,DIN,TC,TE,W
DATA(TV(K),E-1,8)/78.,50.,38.,30.,25.,15.,8.,0.0/
DATA(VT(K),K«l,8)/4.,4.5,5.0,5.5,6.0,7.0,5.0,9.0/
DATA(TR(K),K»l,13)/206.,205.,202.,198.,191.,182.5,170.,155•,
*132.,112.,94.,84.,76./
DATA(RPT(K),K-1,13)/1750.,2000.,2250.,2500.,2750.,3000.,
*3250.,3500.,3750.,4000.,4250.,4500.,4750./
TDC=»90.
VD-.45*(TDC-Y(2)) +3.67
VEaAMAXl(3.35,AMIN1(9.,VE))
VE»4.38+,065*SIN(X(1)*¥)
TI=PLIN(Y(4),VT,TY,8)
RP9»Y(1)+31.65*TI
TE=(PLIN(RP9,RPT,TR,13)-TI)
IP(TE.LT.0.0)TE»0.0
DY(1)*(TE-Y(2) )*30.0/(3.14159*I>IN)
DY(2)=Y(3)
P*(VD/4.3)**2.475*(-5.26E-6*Y(1)*Y(1)+.0262*Y(1)+103.2)
®Y(3)— (l./TA+l./TB)*Y(3)-Y(2)/(TA*TB)+(1./(TA*TB))*F
DVMAX-8.0
IP(VE.GT.6.0)DVMAX=5.0
DY(4)«AMAX1(—18. ,AMIN1(DVMAX,(VE-Y(4))/TC))
RETURN

END

i:

C

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF EMGIH&-DIMJ!0!€3isER TEST CELi
SUBROUTINE PRINT (X,Y,DY,N,TPR)
DIMENSION X(2),Y(12),DY(12),TPR(2)
COMMON RPM,VD,VE,TA,TB,DIN,TC?TE?W
PRINT 30,X(1),Y(1),Y(2),TE,VE,VD
30 FORMAT (3X,6(F15.5.5X))
3P(X(l).GT.4#3a41592/if) N=0
RETURN
END

PAGE 4

H r.

C
C

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OP MGINE-DYNAMOMETER TEST CEL:
INTERPOLATION SCHEME FOR ENGINE TORQUE SPEED MAP
FUNCTION FLIN(A,X,Y,N)
DIMENSION X(100),Y(100)
IF(X(N).LT«XU))GO TO 30
DO 10 J»2,N
I»J~1
IF(A.LE.X(J))GO TO 20
10 CONTINUE
20 FLINaY(1)+(A-X(I)}*(Y(1+1)-Y(I))/(X(1+1)-X(1))
RETURN
30 DO 40 J«2,N
IaJ-1
IF(A.GE.X(J))GO TO 20
40 CONTINUE
END

PAGE 5

PRELIMINARY STABILITY ANALYSIS
To determine the amplifier gain for the torque
loop shown in Figure 3 the mathematical model was used
with fixed inputs for the dynamometer control voltage.
The dynamometer control voltage was varied sinusoidally
about the design point of 90 ft-lbs torque.

An amplitude

range of + 9 ft-lbs force was used for the input and
oscillation frequencies of 10,
.1 rad/sec were recorded.

7,

4, 2, 1, .7, .4, .2, and

Since speed feedback for the

torque loop is small (see Figure 5), the speed loop was
operated open loop and the torque loop was closed.

With

the input dynamometer voltage varying sinusoidally the
amplitude and phase lag for the different frequencies was
determined and recorded in Table 3.

The ratio of the out

put to the input was calculated and plotted on a Nichols
chart (4) in the form of 20 log R as a function of phase
lag and frequency oj (Figure 16).

Assuming proportional

control and desiring a gain margin of at least six and a
phase margin of at least 35 degrees the amplifier gain for
the torque control loop was determined to be Kp = .45.
block diagram of the torque control loop is shown in
Figure 39.
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TABLE 3
RESPONSE OP DYNO TORQUE TO VOLTAGE (D „,

to

-176.4°
-162°

-7.25
-3-02

1.69

-148°

5.87
17.22
26.2

-133°
-104°

4.56
15.37
28.37

40.3

-54°

32.11

51.65
56.0

-32°
-18°

34.26

oo

.1

20 log R

O

.2

.434
.706

CO

.7
.4

4>

i

10.0
7.0
ii•0
.0
2.0
1.0

R

2 4 .7 ?

34.96

TABLE 4
RESPONSE OP ENGINE RPM TO VOLTAGE (VE)

3.3
8.8
29.6
106

-169°
-162°
-148°

40.0
20.0
10.0

•7
.4
.2
.1

-104°

40.5
45.8
53.0

- 39.6°
- 25-2°

65.7
66.8

2323
2359

-

O
OO

1933
2198

I

- 54°

59.7
64.2

O
1
—1
5

195
445
96 9
1624

-133°
-104°
O
OO
CO

7.0
4.0
2.0
1.0

10.3
CT\

70.0

20 log R

o\
CM

<!>

f
—1

R

CO

to

3.6°

67.3
67.5

II'.

Fig. 38. Log modulus plot (Nichols Chart) for
determination of the gain for the dynamometer control loop.
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Pig. 39.

Block diagram of torque control loop.

Now using the constant determined for the torque
control loop, which Is sensitive to speed feedback, the
amplifier gain for the spped loop can be determined.
Operating both control loops closed and varying the throt
tle control voltage sinusoidally with an amplitude range
of 180 RPM the output amplitude In RPM and the corres
ponding phase lag can be determined.

Table 4 contains the

results of these runs and the Information within can be
used to plot a Nichols chart for speed control loop
(Figure 18).

From the Nichols chart the closed loop

amplifier gain was found to be

= .0316.

A block diagram

for the speed control loop is shown in Figure 41.

20 log
Fig. 40. Log modulus plot (Nichols Chart) for
determination of the gain for the throttle control loop.

g. 41.

Block diagram of throttle control 1oop

APPENDIX B
MODIFIED CALIFORNIA DRIVING CYCLE COMPUTER PROGRAM
AND FEEDBACK CALIBRATION CURVES
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000000
001000
001001
001002
001003
001004
001005
001006
001007
001010
001011
001012
001013
001014

001015
001016
001017
001020
001021
001022
001023
001024
001025
001026
001027
001030
001031
001032
001033
001034
001035
001036
001037
001040
001041
001042

001043
001044
001045
001046
001047
001050
001051
001052
001053
001054
001055
001056
001057
001060
001061
001062

702040
702020
201415
301416
701600
201414
301417
701300
702000
672420
751002
201421
672422
301421
201423
672422
301423
201424
672422
301424
201425
672426
301425
201427
672426
301427
701400
672421
751H2
701400
672423
75H34
701400
672423
301451
672452
751061
201451
672453
751064
201451
672454
751067
201451
672455
751072
201456
301457
001075
201460
301457

PT107#
Pf101s

Pf102 s

PT40S

PT8*

FT10$

BLOCK
10
10

LA
SA
10
LA
SA
10
10
SUB
JS
LA
SUB
SA
LA
SUB
SA
LA
SUB
SA
LA
SUB
SA
LA
SUB
SA
10
SUB
JS
10
SUB
JS
10
SUB
SA
SUB
JS
LA
SUB
JS
LA
SUB
JS
LA
SUB
JS
LA
SA
JP
LA
SA

1000
20,40
20,20
ZEROI)
DYNO
16
ZEROT
THRO
13
20
T20
PT101
RPM1
CORR10
RPM1
RPM2
CORR10
RPM2
RPM3
CORR10
RPM3
Liia
C0R1
DYH1
DYN2
C0R1
DYN2
14

RPM1
PT2
14
RPM2
PT4
14
RPM2
ERR
ERR1
PT10
ERR
ERR 2
PT11
ERR
ERR 3
PT12
ERR
ERR4
PT13
C0RR5
CORE
PT14
C0RR1
CORE

001063
002064
00106.5
001066
001067
0010V
m i
pfn'072

00

0 m 073
1074
}Xsl07(i

001076
001077

(001100
001101

001102
001203
0.01104
001105
001106
(001107

001110
001111

002075
201461
301457
001075
201462
301457
201463
301457

PT13 1

001075

701400
672424
75H23

FT14s

001101

201464
672417

PT6ss

75H34
201417
670457
301417

201417
701300

001134

001112

701400

672424
751116
001134
701400
301465
201424
672465

01120

PT12:

001075

01113
001114
001115
001116
001117
001121
001122
001123
001124
001125

PTlls

PT2:

JP

001042

201417
672466
75H34
201417
672457
301417
201417
701300
001134

PT-7s

PT4s

001146

701700
672425
751202
701700
672427
751231
701700
672427
301517
672520
75H63

001147

201517

001126
001127
001130
001131
01132
001133
0 0 1134

001135
001136
00/1137
001140

0)1141
001142

001143
001144
001145

JP
LA
SA
JP
LA
SA
JP
LA
SA
JP
10
SUB
JS
JP
M
SOB
JS
LA
ADD
SA
LA
10
J?
10
SUB
JG

PP2551:

10
SA
LA
SUB
JP
LA
SUB
JS
LA
SUB
SA
LA
10
JP
10
SUB
JS
10
SUB
JS
10
SUB
SA
SUB
JG

LA

PT14
COER 2
CORE
FT14
COBS 3
COSE
P-T14
C0RR4
CORE
FP14
14
SPM3
PT7
PT6
THMX
THRO
PT4
THEO
COBR
THRO
THRO
13
PT4
14
11PM3
.+2
PT4
14
RP M
P1PM3
RPMA
PT8
THRO
THMN
PT4
THRO
CORR
THRO
THRO
13
PT4
17
DYfTl
PT200
17
DYN2
PT25
17
I)YK2

ERD
ERD1
PT202
ERD

001150
001151
001152
001153
001154
001155
001156

001157
001160
001161
001162

001163
001164
001165
001166
001167
001170
001171
001172
001173
001174
001175

001176
001177

001200
001201
001202
001203
001204
001205
001206

001207
001210
001211
001212

001213
001214
001215
001216
001217
001220
001221
001222

001223
001224
001225
001226
001227
001230
001231
001232
001233
001234

672521
751166
201517
672522
75H71
201517
672523
75H74
201530
301470
001176
201524
301470
001176
201525
301470
001176
201526

301470
001176
201527
301470
701700
672425
751220
001210
701700
301531
201425
672531
301517
001145
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ALCOHOL ASSISTED HYDROCARBON FUELS: A COMPARISON OF EXHAUST
EMISSIONS, POWER OUTPUT AND FUEL CONSUMPTION USING STATIC
AND DYNAMIC ENGINE TEST FACILITIES
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ABSTRACT
This dissertation presents experimental data which
exemplifies the differences in emission level testing on
internal combustion engines when dynamic engine tests are
used instead of steady-state engine tests. A comparison
of the two test methods is made using hydrocarbon fuels
with varying amounts of methanol. Emissions measured in
clude the nitric oxides, unburned hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide. Power output and fuel consumption are reported
for the various volumetric percentages of methanol in the
fuel.
Of special significance are the different trends
the emission levels establish when subjected to a dynamic
engine test as compared to the results for the steady-state
tests.
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